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Abstract: Cancer-associated thrombosis (CAT) is a leading cause of death in cancer patients
receiving outpatient chemotherapy. The latest guidelines emphasize stratifying the patients in
terms of CAT risks periodically. Multiple risk assessment models (RAMs) were developed to
classify patients and guide thromboprophylaxis to high-risk patients. This study aimed to
discuss and highlight different RAMs across various malignancy types with their related
advantages and disadvantages. A scoping review was conducted using predefined search
terms in three scientific databases, including Google Scholar, Science Direct, and PubMed.
The search for studies was restricted to original research articles that reported risk assess
ment models published in the last thirteen years (between 2008 and 2021) to cover the most
recently published evidence following the development of the principal risk assessment score
in 2008. Data charting of the relevant trials, scores, advantages, and disadvantages were done
iteratively considering the malignancy type. Of the initially identified 1115 studies, 39
studies with over 67,680 patients were included in the review. In solid organ malignancy,
nine risk assessment scores were generated. The first and most known Khorana risk score
still offers the best available risk assessment model when used for high-risk populations with
a threshold of 2 and above. However, KRS has a limitation of failure to stratify low-risk
patients. The COMPASS-CAT score showed the best performance in the lung carcinoma
patients who have a higher prevalence of thrombosis than other malignancy subtypes. In
testicular germ cell tumours, Bezan et al RAM is a validated good discriminatory RAM for
this malignancy subtype. CAT in haematological malignancy seems to be under-investigated
and has multiple disease-related, and treatment-related confounding factors. AL-Ani et al
score performed efficiently in acute leukemia. In multiple myeloma, both SAVED and
IMPEDED VTE scores showed good performance. Despite the availability of different
disease-specific scores in lymphoma-related thrombosis, the standard of care needs to be
redefined.
Keywords: thrombosis, cancer, prophylaxis, risk assessment
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The link between cancer and its predisposing risk of thrombosis has been well
identified.1 Compared to the general population, cancer patients have a 7-times
higher risk of thromboembolism.2 Cancer-associated thrombosis (CAT) is
the second most prevalent mortality cause in malignancy patients, following the
mortality caused by the direct impact of cancer.3 Mortality risk increases fourfold
International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14 3881–3897
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with advanced malignancy. Furthermore, CAT is
a significant cause of morbidity for patients, resulting in
a lower quality of life and more frequent hospitalization.4
There is a 5–10% probability of developing CAT among
patients on chemotherapy within the first year following
the disease diagnosis.5 The yearly incidence of CAT varies
widely from 1.4% to 10% and up to 20% in specific cases
attributed to a wide range of presentation variations such
as the cancer type, stage, patient characteristics, and treat
ment protocols.6 Since thromboprophylaxis may reduce
CAT rates by up to 50% in high-risk patients, extensive
research has been done to establish accurate and discrimi
native risk assessment models (RAM) that can distinguish
high-risk CAT patients in whom thromboprophylaxis is
most likely to confer significant benefits and overweight
any possible risks.7
Given the high CAT-related morbidity and mortality,
thromboprophylaxis is recommended for moderate to high
VTE risk ambulatory patients undergoing chemotherapy
based on the type of malignancy or by using a valid risk
evaluation model.8,9 The first risk assessment score was
introduced in 2008 by Alok Khorana et al through the
most known and validated model for risk evaluation, The
Khorana Risk Score (KRS).10 A systematic review evalu
ated the performance of the KRS from 2008 till 2018 and
included 55 cohorts (N= 34,555) showed consistency in
identifying ambulatory patients who are at high risk of
developing VTE; however, patients with low scores (0
or 1) were still experiencing a significant rate of VTE
incidence.11 In the recent AVERT and CASSINI studies
measuring the performance of thromboprophylaxis use of
direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) in ambulatory cancer
patients, the used KRS ≥2 showed a substantial decline in
the overall VTE burden.12,13
It was revealed that the KRS has numerous limitations,
particularly in the low-risk group; thus, several risk assess
ment scores were also developed. Although the majority of
the scores are pan-malignant RAM, other diseases specific
RAM also developed. This raises concern about whether
the availability of a more specific RAM would yield an
even better risk reduction. Up to the best of the authors’
knowledge, there is a lack of evidence to discuss and
highlight different RAMs across various malignancy
types with their related advantages and disadvantages.
This review aimed to discuss and summarize available
risk assessment models/scores in various malignancies
and identify their relative performance and advantages.
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Methods
The framework for performing scoping reviews was the
main methodological base for performing this scoping
review. We followed the stepwise illustrated approach as
proposed by H. Arksey & L. O’Malley and advanced
further by Levac et al.14,15

Identifying the Research Questions
This review focussed on studying the risk assessment
models of cancer-associated thrombosis. The following
research questions guided the process of including studies,
extracting and summarising assessment models, and their
main characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages:
What are available risk assessment models for cancerassociated thrombosis in ambulatory cancer patients
undergoing chemotherapy?
Which score has the most comparative discriminative
performance among risk assessment models in each malig
nancy type among ambulatory cancer patients?

Identifying Relevant Studies
We included original research articles published between
January 2008 and January 2021 that reported risk assess
ment models in cancer-associated thrombosis (Table 1). The
search for studies was restricted to the last thirteen years to
review the most recently published evidence following the
development of the principal risk assessment score in 2008.
(Table 2). A comprehensive search in three databases,
Google Scholar, PubMed, and ScienceDirect, was per
formed to retrieve relevant studies using predefined terms.
Table 1 Inclusion Criteria
Category

Inclusion Criteria

Language of
publication

English

Year of
publication

JAN 2008–JAN 2021

Publication type

Original research articles

Outcomes
measures

Risk assessment model discriminative
performance

Methodology

Studies of derivation, validation, or comparison of
risk assessment models were eligible for inclusion

Patients

Ambulatory active cancer patients.
Currently receiving chemotherapy or planned for
chemotherapy

International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14
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1

Body mass index ≥35 kg/m2

1

Platinum-based chemotherapy

6

Anti-hormonal therapy for women with hormone receptor + breast

cancer or on anthracycline.

3

Central venous catheter

+

2

1

2

MDACC
CAT

-CAT
Score

+

+

+

(Continued)

Cancer type +

The

COMPASS

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

Tumour site

CATS
Score

Score

2

New-

TicOnco

Time since cancer diagnosis<6 months

Use of erythrocyte stimulating agent (ESA)

1

Gemcitabine chemotherapy

Single nucleotide polymorphism

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Soluble P-selectin>53.1 ng/L

1

-

1

1

1

1

2

CATS
Score

Vienna-

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Score

CONKO

D-dimer>1.44 μg/L

World Health Organization performance status >2

1

1

Prechemotherapy platelet count >350 G/L

Vascular/lymphatic macroscopic compression (detected by MRI)

1

Prechemotherapy leucocyte count >11×109/L

1

1

Prechemotherapy haemoglobin <110 g/L or use of erythropoietin

Metastatic disease/advance

1

Lung, gynaecological, lymphoma, bladder, or testicular (high-risk tutors)

KRS ≥2= 1

Score

Score

1

2

Pancreatic or gastric cancer (very high-risk tutors)

PROTECHT

ONKOTEV

Previous venous thromboembolism

KRS

Patients Characteristics

Table 2 RAM in Solid Organ Malignancy Components and Scores
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scaling
Intermediate,
scaling

>7: high risk

Nomogram
≤6:low/
Nomogram

5

5

MDACC
CAT

High risk ≥3, Intermediate risk 1–2, Low risk 0

The

CATS
Score
Score
CATS
Score

COMPASS
NewTicOnco
Vienna-

Score

Score

PROTECHT

Score

Study Selection
Two independent reviewers performed the initial identifi
cation of studies for potential inclusion at this stage
according to the predefined inclusion criteria presented in
Table 1. As suggested by the followed methodological
approach, meetings were conducted regularly to select
the studies. Further involvement of an independent
reviewer was considered to resolve any conflicts or dis
crepancies in the included studies. Finally, full-text articles
published in the last thirteen years that met the inclusion
criteria were considered for inclusion (Table 1).

An iterative pattern of charting the data was adopted using
a form specifically to extract relevant information consistent
with the above-mentioned research questions. The included
variables were study author, year, main score components,
advantages, disadvantages, conducted validation trials, and
the key findings. Independent data extraction for the first five
studies was performed and evaluated. A consistent data
extraction pattern was then completed for the remaining
included studies concerning the designed extraction form.

Compiling, Summarizing, and Reporting
the Findings
A descriptive analysis of the retrieved data was conducted.
Reporting the key findings was done in a reliable pattern to
the proposed research questions and the main work objec
tives. Based on the malignancy subtypes, a summary of
the advantages and disadvantages of the risk assessment
models was discussed and tabulated. For cancer-associated
thrombosis, the performance of the risk assessment models
compared to others was highlighted.

Hospitalization

Results and Discussion
melitis, obesity).

coronary artery disease, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, diabetes

Cardiovascular risk factors/comorbidities (≥2 of the following:
personal history of peripheral arterial disease, ischemic stroke,

Patients Characteristics

Table 2 (Continued).
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The search terms included (“cancer-associated thrombosis“),
(“CAT“), (“risk assessment model“), (“risk assessment
score“), (”RAM”), (”risk stratification”), (”prediction
tool”), and (”predictive score”). Figure 1 shows the flow
chart of the process of inclusion of the studies.

Charting the Data

KRS

ONKOTEV

CONKO
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Of the initially identified 1115 studies, 39 studies with
over 67,680 patients were included in the review.
Overall, the review identified three major malignancy sub
types with well-defined dedicated risk assessment models:
solid organ, lung, and haematological malignancies. Few
RAMs that have been validated for use across all

International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14
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Figure 1 Flowchart for selecting the studies included in the scoping review.

malignancy types were discussed. Three main sections as
per malignancy types are discussed in the following part.

Risk Assessment Model (RAM) in
Solid Organ Tumour
The initial risk assessment model, KRS (2008), was pancancerous for all types of malignancies and not diseasespecific. However, the validation studies showed
suboptimal KRS performance in certain malignancies
such as lung carcinoma and haematological malignancies
that will be individually discussed later. The RAMs cur
rently available for thrombosis risk stratification in solid
organ malignancy are KRS being the first and most known
score, Khorana modification scores (CATS Score,
PROTECHT Score, CONKO Score, TiC-Onco risk score,
and ONKOTEV Score), and the new generation models
(The COMPASS-CAT score, new Vienna-CATS score, and
The MDACC CAT model). These scores have similarities
and unique features for each of them, as shown in Table 2.
The majority of these RAMs have been derived
through retrospective statistical analysis of ambulatory
cancer patient cohorts subsequently validated. We
reviewed all these trials with over 41,896 patients in
derivation and validation studies. These RAMs vary
widely; hence while some are feasible, some have

International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14

limitations and disadvantages if considering the real-life
setting, as discussed below. A list of the studies involved
different RAMs and a summary of their key findings,
advantages, and disadvantages are provided in Table 3.

Khorana Risk Score (KRS)
KRS was developed in 2008 with a cohort of around
4000 ambulatory cancer patients. Two-thirds of the popu
lation was included in the derivation of the score, and
then the remaining one-third was used to validate it.
Median follow-up was 73 days only. The score was
composed of the tumour site, patient body mass index,
and pre-chemotherapy blood counts. Throughout the last
decade, numerous amounts of validation trials were per
formed. Some were disease-specific such as Srikanthan
et al for germ cell tumour,30 and Santai et al, who did
pooled analysis for lymphoma.31 In 2019, Mulder et al
enrolled 34,555 from 55 cohorts of ambulatory cancer
patients assessing the six-month incidence of thrombosis
and KRS performance in a systematic review and metaanalysis. The authors concluded that KRS could be used
to select cancer patients at high VTE risk for thrombo
prophylaxis; however, most CAT events take place out
side this high-risk group.11 It was also noted that
reducing the threshold of KRS score to two points was

https://doi.org/10.2147/IJGM.S320492
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Table 3 RAM in Solid Organ Malignancy; Populations, Statistics, Advantages, and Disadvantages
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RAM (Year)

Population

Type of Malignancy

Parameters

C Statistics/

Validation

Advantages/

HR

Cohort

Disadvantages

Khorana risk

Derivation

Breast, Lung, Ovarian,

Site of cancer platelet

0.7 for both

More than 55

Advantages:

score (2008)16

cohort, n =

Sarcoma, Colon, and

count ≥350 x 109/L

cohorts

validation

Good in

2701
Validation

Lymphomas

haemoglobin ≤100 g/L (10
g/dL) and/or use of

cohorts and
several

classifying highrisk.

cohort, n =

erythropoiesis-stimulating

systematic

-more

1365

agents, leukocyte count
≥11 x 109/L, body mass

reviews.

predictive when
considering

index (BMI) of 35 kg/m2

a score of ≥2 as

or more

a cut-off point
for high risk
Disadvantages:
Suboptimal
performance in
predicting VTE
in low-risk
groups

Vienna Cancer

Breast, Lung, Stomach,

Adds soluble P-selectin

1.9 per 1 point

Comparison

Disadvantages:

and

Colorectal, Pancreas,

and D-dimer to KRS

increase

study with no

Applicability in

Thrombosis
Study (CATS)

Kidney, Prostate, Brain,
Lymphoma, Multiple

statistical
significance2*

p soluble
monitoring in

Score(2018)17

myeloma

n = 819

a real-life setting
might not be
feasible

New Vienna
(CATSCORE)18

PROTECHT
Score (2012)

Site of cancer and
D-dimer

0.66 in CATS
0.68 in MICA

Comparison
study with no

Advantages:
only two factors

Kidney, Lymphoma,

statistical

score

Bladder or urothelial,
Uterine, Cervical,

significance2*

Disadvantage:
Suboptimal

CATS
cohort, n =

Breast, Prostate, Lung,
Colorectal, Esophagus,

1423
MICA
cohort, n =
832

Ovarian, Pancreas,

performance in

Stomach

the comparison
trial

Placebo
arm, n =

Gastrointestinal, Lung,
Breast, Ovary,

Add gemcitabine,
cisplatin, or carboplatin

381

Pancreas, Head and

therapy to KRS

Nadroparin
arm, n =

Neck

NA

1 study with
positive19

Advantages:
easy to use,

2 studies show

considers

poor
performance2,20

treatmentrelated risk

769

factors
Disadvantages:
Suboptimal
performance in
the comparison
trial

CONKO004
(2015)21

n= 312

NA

Replace BMI in KRS with
performance status

NA

Two
comparison

Advantage: easy
applicability

study with

Disadvantages:

negative
outcome*19,20

poor
stratification
performance

(Continued)
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Table 3 (Continued).
RAM (Year)

ONKOTEV

Population

Type of Malignancy

n = 843

International Journal of General Medicine downloaded from https://www.dovepress.com/ by 2.26.129.225 on 22-Sep-2021
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Score(2017)22

The

n = 1023

COMPASSCAT score

Parameters

C Statistics/

Validation

Advantages/

HR

Cohort

Disadvantages

Khorana score >2,

C-statistic:0.719

Multiple

Advantages:

personal history of VTE,
metastatic disease,

at 3 months
0.754 at 6

validation and
comparison

easy to apply,
consider

vascular/lymphatic

months

trials with

tumour-related

macroscopic
compression

HR: Score = 1:
3.29

negative
outcome.*2,20

factors
Disadvantages:

Breast, Colorectal,

Anthracycline or anti-

Lung, or Ovarian cancer

hormonal therapy, time
since cancer diagnosis,

(2016)23

Score = 2: 6.54

Suboptimal

Score > 2: 13.74

performance

C statistic: 0.850

Multiple

Advantages:

validation.24–27

Good
performance in

central venous catheter,

lung

stage of cancer, presence
of cardiovascular risk

carcinoma,24
moves from

factors, recent

traditional KRS

hospitalization for acute
medical illness, personal

Disadvantages:
poor

history of VTE, and

calibration.

platelet count
Tic-ONCO

n = 391

score(2018)28

Adds genetic risk score

C-statistic 0.73

to KS

HR = 1.69

NA

Disadvantages:
Application of
genetics in
a real-life setting
is questionable

The MDACC
CAT model29

n= 548

C-index: 0.74

NA

Advantages:

Breast, Gastrointestinal

Presence of metastasis,

non-pancreas, Pancreas,
Genitourinary non-

use of platinum-based
chemotherapy, the use of

readily available
information

kidney Kidney,

ESAs and malignancies of

Disadvantages:

Gynaecological Lung
and head/neck

origin in the
gastrointestinal,

lack of external
validation

Lymphoma

gynecologic, and headneck/lung organs

Notes: *Comparison studies was done between Khorana, PROTECHT, CONKO, CATScore and ONKOTEV.
Abbreviations: MICA, Multinational Cohort Study; CATS, Vienna Cancer and thrombosis study; HR, hazards ratio; C-statistic /C-index, concordance statistic; NA, not
available.

able to stratify 55% of CAT patients as high risk com
pared to 23% for a threshold of ≥3 points. Overall, KRS
was able to classify high-risk patients; however, predict
ing CAT in the low-risk groups is suboptimal. Notably,
KRS performance in predicting VTE in specific subtypes
of malignancies is less than others, such as lung
carcinoma,32 urothelial malignancy,33 and hepatocellular
carcinoma.34 Despite the limitation of KRS in a pooled
analysis of the recent CASSINI and AVERT studies,
comparing direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) thrombo
prophylaxis to placebo, thromboprophylaxis with

International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14

DOAC in patients with KRS ≥2 favours a 6-month
VTE risk decrement of 0.56 (95% CI 0.35–0.89).5,35–37

Vienna Cancer and Thrombosis Study (CATS) Score
Ay, et al developed a VTE-risk evaluation tool in the
Vienna-Cancer and Thrombosis study (Vienna-CATS). It
integrated high D-dimer and P-selectin levels to Khorana
score after validating their significant predictive value in
an individual cohort. The six-month VTE risk was 17.7%
in the high-risk group (≥3 points). This score’s positive
predictive value PPV was higher than the Khorana score;
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however, clinical utilization is constrained by the need for
particular biomarkers, such as P-selectin.17,38
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New Vienna (Catscore)
The same research group of Vienna-CATS score published
a new score with 1423 derivation cohort and 832 patients
for the validation cohort. The score comprises only two
items: D-dimer and tumour site levels before chemother
apy developing a nomogram to predict CAT. It reported
better c-indexes over the Khorana score in derivation (0.66
vs 0.61) and validation (0.68 vs 0.56) cohorts.
Nevertheless, the applicability of its use in a real-life
setting has to be considered.18

The COMPASS-CAT Score

It has been suggested to add gemcitabine, cisplatin, or
carboplatin therapy as additional risk factors to KRS by
Verso et al in 2012, based on data analysis from the
PROTECHT study. The Protecht score showed an
enhanced capacity to identify patients at high risk for
VTE compared to the Khorana score.39,40 The perfor
mance of the Protecht score was assessed in several
RAM comparison trials. Van Es et al in 2017 reported
that the score appears to distinguish better between lowand high-risk patients compared to KRS and CONKO
scores. However, another two studies by Schorling et al
and Di Nisio et al concluded that the score performed suboptimally at the conventional 3-point threshold.2,19,20

The COMPASS-CAT score was developed to improve CAT
risk assessment for colon, lung, ovarian, and breast cancers.
This score includes cancer-associated factors (time since
diagnosis, stage), patient-related characteristics (cardiovas
cular risk factors, platelet count, history of VTE, recent
hospitalization), and treatment-associated aspects (anthracy
cline or anti-hormonal therapy, central venous catheter). The
risk of VTE was 1.7% in the low/intermediate-risk group,
while in the high-risk population, it was 13.3%. The score
had a good discriminatory capacity (AUC 0.85).23
Retrospective validation of 3814 patients concluded that
model discrimination was moderate and calibration was
poor; however, the model had a good negative predictive
value.27 On the contrary, two validation studies involving
lung carcinoma patients showed good outcomes, which will
be discussed later in this work.

CONKO004 Score

The MDACC CAT Model

A modification of the Khorana score by substituting BMI
with performance status was suggested by Pelzer et al in
the CONKO004 study evaluating the use of LMWH pro
phylaxis in pancreatic cancer patients. This score has been
included in two comparison studies with no positive
outcome.19–21

University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center devel
oped a new RAM Using multivariate model analyses. The
presence of metastatic disease, platinum-based chemother
apy regime, ESAs use, and malignancies of origin in the
gastrointestinal, gynecologic, and head-neck/lung organs
were thrombosis determinants used to construct
a nomogram for CAT prediction. The c-index of the
model was 0.74 indicating good discrimination. There is
no external validation of this nomogram yet.29

PROTECHT Score

ONKOTEV Score
A Khorana modification score considers adding vascular
structures compression, the presence of metastatic disease,
and the personal history of previous VTE. In a validation
cohort (n= 843), the 12-months VTE probability was
33.9% among patients with a score ≥3 and 19.4% in
patients with a score of 2. The AUC was reported superior
for ONKOTEV than the Khorana score at six months
(0.75 vs 0.59).22 This score has undergone further valida
tions in a retrospective study with pancreatic cancer cohort
only. It showed a cumulative prevalence of CAT was less
than 10% for ONKOTEV scores 0 or 1 and approximately

3888
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40% and 70% for scores 2 and ≥3, respectively.41
Subsequently, another study by Di Nisio et al concluded
that performance improves at a positivity threshold of two
points instead of three. Two studies by Schorling et al and
Van Es et al concluded the RAM failed to show statistical
significance in predicting VTE.2,19,20 ONKOTEV score is
easily applicable and have good predictability in a score of
2 and more and offers better stratification than KRS how
ever shares the same limitation of failing to identify cases
in the low-risk group.

https://doi.org/10.2147/IJGM.S320492
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TiC-Onco Risk Score
TiC-Onco is unique from other RAMs as it included
genetic risk factors after three steps development protocol.
It is composed of Genetic risk, BMI >25, Family history,
and Primary tumour site. The study showed a positive
predictive value of up to 37%, which is only an incre
mental increase over the predictive values obtained after
using the Khorana score that correctly predicted VTE in
only 22% of the CAT patients. It was not validated yet,
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and the applicability in the real-life setting is guarded by
the diagnostic capacity of a genetic lab in different
hospitals.28

in stratifying patients according to their VTE risk32 similar
to a comparison study by Rupa-Matysek et al.24
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Compass-Cat

Lung carcinoma is a distinctive group of solid organ
malignancy given the disease nature and the proximity to
major vessels and treatment protocols. Lung cancer has
been associated with a high incidence of VTE compared to
other malignancy groups; this led to more research in this
subgroup of patients.42,43 Table 4 shows several RAMs
were studied explicitly for lung carcinoma with a total
population of 4161 patients.

Despite the performance in the overall solid organ malig
nancy validation study, COMPASS-CAT score in lung
carcinoma in specific has a superiority study in which
Rupa-Matysek et al; compared Khorana risk score
(KRS), COMPASS-cancer associated thrombosis score
(COMPASS-CAT), PROTECHT score and CONKO
score. Moreover, it involved 118 patients with lung cancer.
The COMPASS-CAT model was the most precise predic
tor of VTE incidence in patients with lung malignancy
with a C statistic of 0.89. The score was able to detect
100% of patients with established VTE.

Khorana Risk Score

ROADMAP-CAT Biomarker Score

A meta-analysis evaluated 3293 patients, of which 1913
were lung cancer patients. In the analysis, the Khorana
score was incapable of stratifying patients with lung can
cer based on their VTE risk compared to other malignancy
groups.44 A prospective study by Mansfield et al for nonsmall cell lung carcinoma confirmed the limitation of KRS

The prospective ROADMAP-CAT study detected two bio
markers of hypercoagulability, the mean rate index (MRI)
of the propagation phase of thrombin generation and the
procoagulant phospholipid-dependent clotting time
(Procoag-PPL). These have been clinically significant for
stratifying ambulatory cancer patients with lung

Risk Assessment Models in Lung
Carcinoma

Table 4 Different RAM in Lung Carcinoma Components, Statistics, and Performances
RAM

KRS16

COMPASS-CAT23

ROADMAP-CAT

COMPASS-

CANTARISK

Biomarker Score26

CAT ROADMAP26

Score54

Site of cancer platelet

Anthracycline or anti-

The procoagulant

Procoag- PPL and

Older age, current or

count ≥350 x 109/L

hormonal therapy, time

phospholipid-

MRI with the

former smokers,

haemoglobin ≤100 g/L
(10 g/dL) and/or use of

since cancer diagnosis,
central venous catheter,

dependent clotting
time (Procoag-PPL) and

COMPASS-CAT
RAM

chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease,

erythropoiesis

stage of cancer,

the mean rate index

ECOG PS ≥2, no prior

stimulating agents,
leukocyte count ≥11

presence of CV risk
factors platelet count,

(MRI) of the
propagation phase of

cancer surgery, and
metastatic disease are

x 109/L, body mass

recent hospitalization of

thrombin generation

predictive of VTE

index of 35 kg/m2 or
more

acute medical illness,
personal VTE history

assay

Type

Pan cancerous

Breast, Colorectal, Lung
or Ovarian cancer

Lung

Lung

Lung

Statistics

Unable to stratify (1.1;
95%-CI, 0.72–1.7)44

C statistic 0.8924

(NPV) 97%
(PPV) 25%

(NPV) 97%
(PPV) 70%

p<0.0001
awaiting validation

Performance

KRS underperformed in
risk stratification in lung

Excellent performance
in small cohort, need

Applicability of special
blood assays in real life

Applicability of
special blood assays

Need a validation

ca.

large cohort validation

setting need to be

in real life setting

considered

need to be
considered

Parameters

Abbreviations: CI, concordance index; C- statistic, concordance statistic; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group Performance Status.
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adenocarcinoma who had received a maximum of one
chemotherapy cycle into high and intermediate/low risk
for VTE. This score’s positive predictive value (PPV) was
25%, and the negative predictive value (NPV) was 97%.26
In the same study, the research team studied the associa
tion of the Procoag- PPL and MRI with the COMPASS-CAT
RAM, which added to its accuracy with PPV of 70% and
NPV of 97%. Although this result is promising, the ProcoagPPL and MRI testing feasibility in the real-life setting as
a standard of care in all cancer patients is questionable.

CANTARISK Score
In a retrospective analysis of 1980 patients with lung
cancer, the study concluded that current or former smo
kers, older age, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
ECOG PS ≥2, no prior cancer surgery, and metastatic
disease are predictive of VTE in lung carcinoma patients;
however, a validation study is required.

Testicular Germ Cell Tumour
Testicular germ cell tumours are among the most common
malignancies affecting adolescents and young adults.45 In
this group of malignancy, thrombosis events cover up to
8.4% and increase to 17% in patients ongoing cisplatinbased chemotherapy,45,46 hence some research was direc
ted to thrombosis risk assessment.
Aside from the pancancerous KRS, two risk assess
ment model was developed:

Srikanthan et al RPLN-VTE-Risk-Classifier
A single parameter risk identifier by Srikanthan et al in
a cohort of 216 patients concluded that large retroperito
neal lymphadenopathy (RPLN) more than 5 cm with meta
static disease in patients receiving first-line cisplatin-based
chemotherapy is associated with high thrombosis risk
(AUROC 0.61 vs 0.57 for KRS).30

Bezan et al Risk Assessment Model
In derivation cohort 657 and validation cohort 349, Bezan
et al. developed a disease-specific RAM. The findings
underpinned higher tumour stage and a large RPLN as the
significant predictors of VTE. The score has good risk
discrimination in comparison to the previously mentioned
RPLN-VTE risk classifier (AUC-ROC:0.75 vs.0.63).46

Risk Assessment Model in
Hematological Malignancies
Patients with haematological malignancy tend to be under
represented groups in thrombosis research since this
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population incline to have variable characteristics and
blood parameters. Also, this group of patients remains vul
nerable to thrombosis predisposed by potentially thrombo
genic therapy. Several works aimed to construct risk
assessment models (RAM) to guide patients’ risk stratifica
tion and treatment. Noticeably, lymphoma and multiple mye
loma have more RAM-related research in comparison to
acute leukaemia.47 Summary of the RAMs categorized
under each haematological malignancy with a total popula
tion of 20,383 patients, and their performance is provided in
Table 5.

Acute Leukaemia
A misconception that thrombosis risk in patients with
leukaemia was lower than that of solid tumours48 is
being replaced by recent studies which showed the inci
dence of thrombosis to be similar or even higher than in
those with solid tumours.49
The prevalence of thrombosis in acute myelocytic
leukemia (AML) varies. In a cohort of 5394 cases, the
largest cohort of AML, the 2-year cumulative incidence
of deep vein thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolism
was 5.2%.47 While acute promyelocytic leukemia
(APL), the incidence of thrombosis increases to 10–
15% compared to other types of acute myeloid leukae
mia due to distinct molecular, morphologic, clinical
characteristics, procoagulant and fibrinolytic properties
of pathological promyelocytes.50
In acute lymphocytic leukemia (ALL), a study con
ducted by Ku et al among 2482 cases with ALL, the
2-year incidence of VTE was 4.5%. Also, as reported by
Grace et al, the ratio could increase to 42% in adults with
ALL during chemotherapy.51,52 This significantly
increased risk is attributed to asparaginase and central
venous catheters, being major risk factors for thrombosis
in ALL. Other risk factors are older age and the number of
chronic comorbidities.51,53
Risk assessment models in leukemia are as follows:

Khorana Score
In a study conducted by Mirza et al, 867 AML patients
were included from 2000 to 2018. There was no statisti
cally significant increment in the risk of thrombosis asso
ciated with a higher KRS in AML patients with a KRS of
1 to 3. Of notice, only a few patients were found to have
a KRS > 3. This was mainly due to cytopenias that are
common in AML. Therefore, Khorana was not the opti
mum risk score for AML.55
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Table 5 RAM in Haematological Malignancies; Cohort and Performance
RAM

Subtype

No

Performance

KRS55

AML

867 AML

Suboptimal performance (P = 0.19)

ISTH-DIC8

AML/APL

272(adult)+ 132 (elderly) AML/

Good performance, HR 4.79 (1.71–13.45)/ (P = 0.001).
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Leukaemia

63APL
AL Ani et al score

AML/APL/ALL

501

Good performance C-statistic of 0.664 (95% CI: 0.590–
0.738)

Lymphoma
KRS31

Multiple validation

Unable stratify low risk patients

studies
ThroLy score56,57

All subtypes

1820 (derivation)+428

Inadequate discrimination

(validation)
Hohaus el al. score58

All subtypes

857

Identified 82% of VTE but needs validation

TiC-Lympho59

All subtypes

254

AUC 0.783; however, a feasibility trial needed

18

All subtypes

249 in derivation

Needs validation

MM

Derivation 4446
Validation 4256

Good performance
outperformed the current IMWG/NCCN guidelines (p <

CATSCORE

Multiple myeloma (MM)
IMPEDE VTE60 score

0.0001)
SAVED Score61

MM

Derivation (2397) validation

Good performance (p < 0.01)

(1251)
ROADMAP-CAT-MM

MM

144

Good performance, Feasibility validation trial required

MM

2874

Poor prediction value c-statistic 0.52

score62
KRS60

Al-Ani et al Risk Assessment Rule
A risk assessment model was developed by Al-Ani et al in
a cohort of 501 leukemia patients, of these, 74 were having
ALL. It is a simple score with three components, previous
history of VTE (three points), ALL (two points) and
platelet count >50 x 109 (one point). A score of three
and more indicates a high risk. The score is statistically
significant with a C-statistic of 0.664 (95% CI: 0.590–
0.738) and ongoing external validation.49

International Society on Thrombosis and
Haemostasis Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation
Score (ISTH DIC)
The score which was initially derived for DIC risk assess
ment was investigated in a prospective study in a cohort of
272 adult patients by Libourel et al, and it was noted that it
significantly predicted arterial and venous thrombosis with

International Journal of General Medicine 2021:14

a hazard ratio (HR) for a high DIC score (‡5) of 4.79 (1.71–
13.45).63 A validation cohort of 132 elderly patients with
AML confirmed the finding (HR 11.08 [3.23–38.06]).63
D-dimer levels were the most predictive for thrombosis.
This study excluded APL, which is highly associated with
DIC. In another cohort by Mitrovic et al, 63 consecutive de
novo APL patients were included. Thrombosis events were
reported in 13 cases (20.6%). Initial ISTH DIC score was
predictive for venous TE (P = 0.001).50 However, in a study
by Al-Ani et al, the parameters were not predictive of
thrombosis, but that study lacked D-dimer level
sampling.49 Table 6 present the parameters and their
assigned scores for the ISTH DIC score.

Lymphoma
Lymphomas are the most prevalent haematological malig
nancies globally and at higher VTE risk than different
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Table 6 ISTH DIC Score
Variable

Value

Points

Platelet count

>100 x 109/L
>50 - <100 x 109/L

0 Points
1 Points

<50 x 109/L

2 Points

INR

<1.3
1.3–1.7
>1.7

0 Points
1 Points
2 Points

D-dimer

<400
400–4000

0 Points
1 Points

>4000

2 Points

>1.0 g/L

0 Points

<1.0 g/L

1 Point

Fibrinogen level

cancer types, particularly solid tumours.64 Aggressive
lymphomas occur in 10–15% incidence of CAT in the
first year of diagnosis.65 Hodgkin lymphoma (HL)
accounts for nearly 10% of all lymphomas. Thrombosis
events vary from 5.0% to 59.5% in lymphomas and are
more significant in non-Hodgkin than in HL.66 As with
other haematological malignancies, anticoagulation for
treatment or prophylaxis is challenging because of the
thrombocytopenia, which is either disease-related or treat
ment-related. In the recent Cassini trial that compared
rivaroxaban 10 mg once-daily versus placebo for prophy
laxis of outpatients with Khorana score (≥2) receiving
chemotherapy, 7% were lymphoma cases. The findings
showed reductions of approximately 60% of thrombotic
events.36 Risk assessment models for thrombosis risk in
lymphoma are more than other haematological malignan
cies. Examples of RAMs for lymphoma are as follows:

Khorana Score
In the initial cohort during the development of the score,
12.6% had lymphomas. Subsequently, several studies have
specifically studied KRS in lymphoma. The majority of
them concluded that the KRS did not adequately predict
VTE events in patients at a higher VTE risk. However, in
a pooled analysis of 12 lymphoma studies by Santi et al,
the findings showed that a Khorana score of 3 and more
was associated with VTE incidence.31 Later, several
Khorana modification scores were developed; however,
lymphoma patients were not represented.65,67,68

Thrombosis Lymphoma- ThroLy Score
ThroLy is a disease-specific RAM developed by Antic et al,
as shown in Table 7. The study population was 1820
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lymphoma patients. The model produced a negative predic
tive value of 98.5%, a positive predictive value of 25.1%,
a sensitivity of 75.4%, and a specificity of 87.5%. A high-risk
score had a positive predictive value of 65.2%.69 However,
a validation study by Rupa-Matysek et al with 428 patients
retrospectively concluded that the ThroLy score was not the
most accurate model for predicting CAT in a high-risk popu
lation where 48% of VTE occurred in the low-risk group.57
In another validation study by Onur Kirkizlar et al involved
a cohort of 150 adult patients with HL; the results raise the
same issue of inadequacy of discrimination of the risk groups
where nearly one-half of the VTE incident was in the low
ThroLy score.66

Hohaus et al Score
A simple risk assessment score was developed by Hohaus
et al and investigated 857 adult patients with newly diag
nosed lymphomas. It includes three factors, CNS disease,
bulky mass, and performance status. The score recognized
82% of CAT in the high-risk patients, 48% of patients of
the total population; however, this score needs further
validation.58,65

TiC-ONCO-Associated Lymphoma Score
(TiC-Lympho)
A lymphoma-specific RAM was developed as a variant
of the TIC-ONCO score for solid organ tumours risk
stratification. The F5 rs6025, F5 rs4524, F13 rs5985,
SERPINA10 rs2232698, additionally some clinical
variables (immobilization, Ann Arbor stage mediasti
num extension, tumour type, and personal thrombotic
history) were significantly related to CAT. The study
found that incorporating genetic-clinical data to assess
VTE risk is relevant to lymphoma. The predictive
capacity for VTE in the lymphoma population exceeds
that achieved by the Khorana and ThroLy scores.59
However, a validation study is required, especially to
Table 7 ThroLy Score
Patient Characteristics

Assigned Score

Previous VTE/acute myocardial infarction/stroke

2

Reduced mobility (ECOG 2-4),
Obesity (BMI > 30 kg/m2)

1
2

Extranodal localization

1

Mediastinal involvement
Neutrophils <1 × 109/L

2
1

Hemoglobin level <100 g/L

1
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Cancer and Thrombosis Study (CATS) Score
The CATS cohort included 249 patients with lymphoma
(17%), while the validation cohort of 832 patients did not
contain lymphoma patients. It combined tumour-site cate
gory and D-dimer values to develop a simple RAM.
Despite the statistical significance, a proper lymphoma
validation cohort is required.

Multiple Myeloma
Multiple myeloma differs from other haematological
malignancies by establishing recommendations in the
existing 2014 international Myeloma Working Group
(IMWG) guidelines and 2016 European Myeloma
Network (EMN) guidelines that recommend standard
risk stratification for MM patients on immunomodula
tory drug-based therapy (IMiDs).70 The use of aspirin
for low-risk patients and prophylactic dose LMWH for
higher-risk patients is already recognized. However,
the current evidence shows that the rate of VTE
remains high, and a better risk tool is needed.70,71
Risk assessment scores for multiple myeloma are as
follows:

IMPEDE VTE Score
Risk score in newly diagnosed multiple myeloma patients
was developed by Sanfilippo et al in a cohort of 4446
using time-to-event analyses. It was then validated in
a cohort of 4256 patients. VTE risk proportionally
increased with the score (hazard ratio [HR], 1.20; p <
0.0001). Statistically, it outperformed the current IMWG/
NCCN guidelines; however, a real-life prospective valida
tion is required before replacing this scoring system with
the current guidelines. The RAM consists of
(Immunomodulatory agent; Body Mass Index ≥25 kg/
m2; Pelvic, hip, or femur fracture; Erythropoietin stimulat
ing agent; Dexamethasone/Doxorubicin; Asian Ethnicity/
Race; VTE history; Tunnelled line/central venous catheter;
Existing thromboprophylaxis).72

SAVED Score
A new RAM was developed in a separate analysis of older
patients receiving IMiDs with a derivation population of
2397 and a validation study of 1251. It is a 5-point score
that includes Asian ethnicity/race, prior surgery, age ≥80
years, VTE history, and dexamethasone dose. It stratified
around 30% of patients in both cohorts as high risk. HRs
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were 1.85 (p < 0.01) and 1.98 (p < 0.01) for high- versus
low-risk groups in the derivation and validation cohorts,
respectively, and similarly outperformed the guidelines.
A prospective real-life cohort validation is needed.61

ROADMAP-CAT-MM Score
In a study involving 144 patients in a prospective risk
assessment to detect patients with MM at risk for CAT,
the findings demonstrated that longer Procoagulant phos
pholipid clotting time (Procoagulant-PPL) and lower endo
genous thrombin potential (ETP) could significantly
predict thrombosis. However, a powered study is required
for validation.

Khorana Score
In a MM validation cohort that enrolled 2874 patients with
a six month follow up, Khorana score failed to predict
VTE accurately.60

Conclusions and Practice Points
The risk of venous thromboembolism VTE is up to 7-fold
higher in cancer patients.2 Cancer-associated thrombosis
(CAT) is the second prevalent cause of mortality in cancer
patients. Thromboprophylaxis in ambulatory cancer
patients is associated with a 50% decrement of CAT
occurrence in a high-risk population,3 hence the need to
stratify patients to high and low risk. Since 2008, numer
ous RAM has been developed.
In solid organ malignancy, to our knowledge, nine risk
assessment scores were generated. The first and most
known Khorana risk score still offers the best available
risk assessment model when used with the threshold of 2
and above as a cut point for high-risk populations.11
However, KRS has two major limitations: failure to stra
tify low-risk patients and performing poorly in certain
malignancy subtypes such as lung, urothelial, and haema
tological malignancies. ONKOTEV score is a Khorana
score modification with better performance and easy
applicability but shares the same limitation as KRS.41
The addition of genetic factors to stratify patients,
although promising, is faced by the applicability
restrains.28
The lung carcinoma population has a higher prevalence
of thrombosis than other subtypes. The risk assessment
model aims to stratify lung malignancy patients. The
COMPASS-CAT score performed the best.24 If a large
cohort trial confirmed the current finding, it should be
used as a standard of care. In testicular germ cell tumour
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Bezan et al RAM is a validated good discriminatory RAM
for this malignancy subtype.46
Cancer-associated thrombosis in haematological malig
nancy is under-investigated. Thrombosis in these subtypes
has multiple confounding factors such as disease-related
factors, eg, thrombocytopenia, and treatment-related fac
tors like Treatment with l asparaginase. In acute leukae
mia, Al-Ani et al developed a simple predictive tool that
may be used as standard of care but is awaiting ongoing
external validation.49 Despite the availability of different
disease-specific scores in lymphoma-related thrombosis, in
multiple myeloma, both SAVED and IMPEDED VTE
scores performed better than currently used guidelines
and can be used in risk stratification of patients with
MM.61,72
The guidelines already recommend the thrombopro
phylaxis of high-risk patients, given the significant reduc
tion in mortality and morbidity. Using the KRS, which is
already proved to have a substantial limitation, has con
siderably reduced the VTE burden. Therefore, a better
RAM is likely to have a more favourable outcome.
Meanwhile, the clinician knowledge and application
remain limited mainly due to the lack of a standard score
or easily accessible system that calculates different risks.
We believe that the currently allocated risk factors might
be sufficient to stratify the patient. Having a pan-cancerous
score for all types of malignancy might be challenging to
achieve because of the broad disease characteristics. The
future research should be directed to focus on the applic
ability rather than derivation of new parameters that later
on would be faced with the limitation of feasibility and
availability in solid organ malignancy; we looked at the
different RAM components, the similarities with one or
two factors distinctive for each score. Some of these
factors are very academic or not readily practised in the
general clinical setting others easy applicable. We suggest
using all these feasible and practical factors to create
a new combined score that might have better sensitivity
and specificity and has less limitation to have better RAM.
Future research could be directed to examine the use of
telemedicine applications to help in patients’ risk stratifi
cation and treatment guidance considering the current
changes in the healthcare delivery model imposed by the
covid19 pandemic.

Abbreviations
CAT, cancer-associated thrombosis; RAM, risk assessment
model; VTE, venous thromboembolism; PE, pulmonary
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embolism; KRS, Khorana risk score; DOAC, direct oral
anticoagulant; BMI, body mass index; MM, multiple mye
loma; HR, hazard ratio; ESA, erythrocyte stimulating
agent; ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
Performance Status; NNP, negative predictive value; PPV,
Positive predictive value; OR, odds ratio; AML, acute
myeloid leukaemia; APL, acute promyelocytic leukaemia;
ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukaemia; NHL, non-Hodgkin
lymphoma; HL, Hodgkin lymphoma; AUC, area under the
curve.
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